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ASSEMBLY MANUAL
Keyboard stand
Keyboard stand Extreme

!

NOTE: Please assemble on soft surface to
avoid scratches or damages to the lacquered
wood.

The Desk You Deserve

Thank you for making StudioDesk the desk of your choice!
Before starting on assembling your keyboard stand let’s get familiar with the parts you have received in your
package. Please match the corresponding numbers on this page with the drawings.
Wooden parts
1. Main board
2. Strengthening board
3. Legs - left and right
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Tools you will need (Not included)

Metal corner 6 pcs

Rubber hammer
Dim 28x30x50mm
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Wooden Dowels 8 pcs

M6 Screw 24 pcs

Cross screw driver
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Step One
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Insert dowels (5) into the holes
as shown on the illustration.
Use rubber hammer If needed.
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Step Two

Place Main board and strengthening board
carefully to the corresponding holes on right leg.
Take a special Attention to avoid scratching on
lacquered surface. Push the middle section down
10
until the dowels seat properly in their respective
holes. Use a rubber hammer, if needed.
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Step Three

Fix assembled parts together using
metal corners (4) and M6 screws (6)
as shown in the illustration.
Note! Turn the metal corner’s shorter
edge 28 mm downward.
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Step Four
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Carefully lift the left leg on top of the middle section
to match leg holes with the dowels. Ensure that every
dowel lines up with its corresponding hole on the leg.
Gently push the leg down until the middle section
seats together.
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Step Five

Once dowels are in place and boards sit tight to the leg,
use metal corners (4) and M6 screws (6) to fix the
middle section to the leg.

Note! Turn the metal corner’s shorter edge
28 mm downward.
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Step Six

Turn keyboard stand to a standing position.
Adjust rollers on the legs evenly (+ - 5 mm)
with Cross screw driver in case of uneven floor.

